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"That's great. I've picked the scarlet chalcedony here. I wish Tianxing could repair it. I'm enough to kill 

Shengyun Zun!" 

 

Ye Chen is excited in his heart. If he can control the wish sky star, it's no matter to kill Shengyun Zun. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen steps out and wants to pick all the scarlet chalcedony. 

 

Boom! 

 

But suddenly, there was a shaking under the ground, and the crimson chalcedony in the river was 

flowing at a strange speed. 

 

Then, all the scarlet chalcedony, as if attracted by something, converged in one direction. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and chased along the place where the scarlet chalcedony was attracted. When he 

came to the bottom of the rift valley, he saw a big pool. The whirlpool in the pool was fierce, like a black 

hole, devouring all the scarlet chalcedony around him. 

 

The water whirlpool, also turned into a blood red color, there is a strong smell, brewing in it, shocking. 

 

Ye Chen and Li Feixue look at them in amazement, but they don't know what happened. 

 

Boom! 



 

All of a sudden, the whirlpool burst, countless torrents burst out, like arrow rain towards Ye Chen and Li 

Feixue. 

 

Ye Chen had been on guard for a long time. The dust tablet moved and immediately blocked the torrent. 

 

But after the whirlpool burst open, a thin red figure emerged. 

 

It was a beautiful woman, barefoot, wearing a scarlet frock, white hair flying, picturesque, features 

carved jade, eyes carved ruby, crystal red, it was extremely beautiful, just because of white hair, skin is 

particularly pale, almost bloodless, giving a sense of monstrosity. 

 

Ye Chen saw this figure, blurted out, exclaimed: "Miss Xiao!" 

 

It turns out that this white haired witch like figure is Xiao Qingyan! 

 

She seems to have absorbed the aura of scarlet chalcedony, and her cultivation breath becomes 

extremely powerful. 

 

The red light around had completely faded down, and all the scarlet chalcedony had been absorbed by 

Xiao Qingyan. 

 

The scarlet chalcedony is a rare treasure in a thousand years. It is enough to repair the desire of heaven 

and stars. The energy is very powerful. At this time, it is absorbed by Xiao Qingyan. You can imagine how 

great this is. 

 

Li Feixue was also shocked to see Xiao Qingyan like this. 

 

At the beginning, Xiao Qingyan jumped down the rift valley. She thought that the other party was dead, 

but she didn't expect to be alive. Now she absorbed all the aura of scarlet chalcedony, and her 

cultivation had an amazing transformation. 

 



Xiao light Yan green silk into white hair, pupil into a strange red, expression as cold as water, looking at 

Ye Chen. 

 

Vaguely, ye Chen felt something was wrong. He stepped back and said, "Miss Xiao..." 

 

Xiao Qingyan's eyes were cold, and he said in a fierce voice: "what little girl, big girl, I am the scarlet 

emperor!" 

 

Ye Chen a stay, way: "crimson emperor?" 

 

Li Feixue was also surprised and said, "Miss Xiao, you don't recognize us, do you?" 

 

She and ye Chen look at each other, and they all think that Xiao Qingyan's appearance must be a big 

change, which is related to the scarlet chalcedony. 

 

That crimson chalcedony aura so majestic, Xiao light Yan all absorb, how to withstand? I'm afraid the 

heart of Tao has collapsed. At this time, I can't recognize Ye Chen and Li Feixue. 

 

Even Xiao Qingyan dared to call himself Emperor of heaven and was not afraid of punishment. 

 

Xiao light Yan indifference way: "who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice: "Miss Xiao, your name is Xiao Qingyan. I'm Ye Chen. Do you really don't 

recognize me?" 

 

Xiao Qingyan was stunned and whispered: "Xiao Qingyan, my name is Xiao Qingyan. Is this my name? 

Who is the scarlet emperor? " 

 

She seemed to have a confused memory. She covered her head with a look of pain. She almost 

whispered, "Xiao Qingyan, am I the saint of the Xiao family? My enemy is the judge? " 

 



"Yes, judge, judge, I will kill you! Avenge my family 

 

After that, Xiao Qingyan's bloody eyes suddenly showed a murderous spirit. His white hair was flying. He 

was barefoot on the ground. His body soared out of the rift valley and rushed to the outside sky. 

 

She absorbed all the crimson chalcedony, and there was a magma like crimson mist. 

 

This burst into the sky, full of crimson gas, followed by the sky, it is very spectacular. 

 

Outside, Shengyun Zun is entangled with blood dragon and blood god. Just now, the scarlet chalcedony 

has been absorbed, and all the red light in the sky is scattered. They are just surprised. 

 

At this moment, Xiao Qingyan suddenly rose up again, with endless red glow. Under the red glow, Xiao 

Qingyan's slender body with white hair was extremely strange. 

 

Xiao light Yan saw three people fighting on the chessboard, cold hum a, way: "good a life and death 

chess game, who want to take me as a chess piece?"? It's smashed for me 

 

With a wave of her hands, she had ten green jade fingers, and each nail was very sharp and slender, 

sharp as a knife. When the fingers were raised, a fierce wind like a white bone claw swept out, hissing 

and sweeping toward the chessboard. 

 

"The sword is like a dream, little Fantian Gong!" 

 

Sheng yunzun was shocked when he saw this scene. 

 

Xiao Qingyan's move, with white bones and sharp claws like a knife, is actually the "Dao Zi Jue" in Xiao 

Fantian Gong. The wind is like a gang knife. It is extremely fierce. 

 

The blood dragon and the blood god also turned pale, because they found that Xiao Qingyan's 

cultivation breath was even stronger than Sheng yunzun! 

 



Even Xiao Qingyan's spirit was incomparably vast, just like the arrival of the emperor, which was 

suffocating. 

 

Bang! 

 

Ten fingers of the wind to kill, Saint Cloud Zun's chessboard, a moment by Xiao light Yan destroyed. 
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"Puff!" 

 

On the chessboard, Sheng yunzun opened his mouth and spewed out blood. He was bitten back. He flew 

down from the sky in confusion and fell into the sea with a plop. He didn't know his life or death. 

 

And the blood dragon and blood god, also suffered a serious shock, a pale face. 

 

Fortunately, the blood dragon was protected by Wanxiang Tianshu, and was not injured. 

 

After Xiao Qingyan destroyed the chessboard, he gave a cold hum and didn't stay any longer. He turned 

around to tear the void and disappeared. 

 

"Is that Miss Xiao Qingyan? How could she be like this? " 

 

Blood dragon see Xiao light Yan leave figure, but is shocked, completely did not expect to have such 

changes. 

 

Blood god is also dignified, do not understand the cause and effect behind. 

 



And at the bottom of the rift valley, ye Chen sees a scene outside, and also secretly marvels at Xiao 

Qingyan's strength. 

 

It seems that Xiao Qingyan has absorbed the scarlet chalcedony, and her strength has been transformed 

against the heaven. This time she leaves, she's returning to the earth's heart, and she's going to find the 

judgment hall for revenge. 

 

Just, Xiao light Yan consciousness confusion, don't seem to recognize Ye Chen, this behind reason, ye 

Chen a time also don't understand. 

 

"Brother ye, scarlet chalcedony..." 

 

Li Feixue pulls Ye Chen's clothes and looks around in astonishment. 

 

Looking around, there is no scarlet chalcedony. 

 

All crimson chalcedony is absorbed by Xiao Qingyan. 

 

If there is no scarlet chalcedony, ye Chen wants to repair the wish star, it is extremely difficult. 

 

"Don't panic, there should be roots." 

 

Ye Chen doesn't panic. He is a man of great fortune. How can he lose his scarlet chalcedony? 

 

Blessing to the heart, ye Chen disaster sword wave, chop the ground. 

 

Click! 

 

Suddenly, the earth cracked and seawater poured in. 

 



Ye Chen pulls Li Feixue and escapes to the bottom of the sea. 

 

Li Feixue exclaimed, "Ouch!" when he came to the bottom of the sea, he saw a red light in front of him. 

When he came near, it turned out to be a huge crystal rock. 

 

This crystal rock, like a ruby mine, surrounded by bursts of aura, is obviously the source of scarlet 

chalcedony. 

 

All the crimson chalcedony flows from this crimson crystal rock. 

 

This crimson crystal rock is the root of chalcedony. It comes out once every ten thousand years, and its 

location is extremely hidden. 

 

But ye Chen body has atmosphere luck, a little deduction, then found this source. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and says: "as long as I dig away this crimson crystal rock, I can also repair the wish star." 

 

Li Feixue said: "dig away the root? It's not good for Qi and virtue, I'm afraid 

 

If ye Chen digs away this crystal rock, it is tantamount to killing the chicken for the egg. In the future, 

there will be no scarlet chalcedony between heaven and earth. 

 

Ye Chen said: "is it harmful to nature? That's not necessarily true. I have not harmed the innocent. 

Besides, the so-called natural law may still be my enemy in the future. " 

 

He thought of what Ren Fanfan said about Wu Wu Tian Shu. It seemed that Wu Wu Tian Shu was the 

guardian of heaven's principle. Behind this chess game, there was a so-called heaven's principle besides 

wanxu. 

 

If you dig away the crimson crystal rock, ye Chen's qi movement will be weakened. After all, he is not the 

enemy of heaven's principle, but his qi movement is very deep, and he doesn't care about the loss. 

 



At the moment, ye Chen doesn't hesitate any more. He wants to dig out the crimson crystal rock. 

 

Li Feixue holds Ye Chen's hand and says: "brother ye, be careful." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "it's OK. It's just natural. It can't hurt me." 

 

With that, ye Chen's palm power released, and he took a shot in the air, and the whole piece of crimson 

crystal rock was dug out by him. 

 

"Well?" 

 

At the moment of digging out the crystal rock, ye Chen breathes and suffocates. He obviously feels that 

there is a curse coming to him. 

 

This crimson chalcedony is the first-class spiritual thing in the world. Now ye Chen has broken the 

foundation, and heaven's law has imposed punishment. 

 

Ye Chen's luck is weakened. Fortunately, he has a deep foundation, and this loss is not in the way. 

 

In the blink of an eye, ye Chen's Qi machine recovered smoothly. 

 

As for the inner Qi, he estimated that it would be two or three months at most before it could be 

restored to perfection. 

 

Li Feixue saw this scene, secretly surprised. 

 

If she starts to dig the foundation of the scarlet chalcedony, she must be killed by heaven, but ye Chen is 

as good as nothing, which shows the gap between them. 

 

"Feixue, stay with me and protect the Dharma for me." 



 

Ye Chen got the crimson crystal rock, ready to repair the wish star. 

 

This is the source of crimson chalcedony. There is residual chalcedony breath in the aura of heaven and 

earth, which can be used together. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen didn't go out and planned to repair the wish star in situ. 

 

Hum! 

 

A fragmentary and broken planet rises from behind Ye Chen, on which there are countless dilapidated 

temples, shrines, Taoist temples, altars and so on. It is the wish star. 

 

Li Feixue guards Ye Chen and protects the Dharma for him. 

 

Ye Chen's aura converges and sends out an edict to the blood dragon and blood god, and then prepares 

to repair refining. 

 

At this time, the outside world was calm. Yuhuangtuo and yuhuangqingshu fell one after another. 

Shengyunzun was knocked down into the sea. He thought that he was also escaping. Xiao Qingyan 

returned to the center of the earth. There was no threat outside, so ye Chen didn't need to worry about 

it. 

 

Now, ye Chen can be full of mind, repair refining desire star. 

 

"After refining the wish star, my cultivation should be able to break through to the true realm?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are blazing. He has stayed in the original realm for too long, and his martial arts Qi and 

blood are overstocked so badly that he needs to break through and release. 

 

But the wish star, actually has the very big opportunity, can let him break through to also really the 

boundary! 



 

After all, this planet is the head of the nine chaotic stars. Even compared with the supreme book of 

heaven, it is no inferior. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen crushed the crimson crystal rock, and strands of crimson chalcedony flowed 

from the crystal rock. 

 

This is the last scarlet chalcedony in the whole territory. There will be no scarlet chalcedony in the 

future, because ye Chen has broken the foundation. 

 

A large amount of crimson chalcedony flows to the surface of the wish star. 

 

There is also a small part of the scarlet chalcedony, which is taken by Ye Chen to nourish the map of the 

yellow spring. 

 

After several times of use, the aura has been temporarily exhausted. It needs nourishment, and the 

scarlet chalcedony is enough to restore the image. 

 

The picture of the yellow spring is not damaged. It's just that the consumption of aura is too intense for 

a short time, so a little bit of scarlet chalcedony is enough to recover. 

 

Ye Chen used most of the scarlet chalcedony to repair the wish star. 

 

I saw the crimson chalcedony flowing down. I wish that the earth with stars cracking was nourished and 

gradually began to recover. 

 

Because of the war became ruins of the place, gradually grow flowers and trees, restored life. 

 

A trace of aspiration breath, began to flow on the planet, like haze fairy gas, mist transpiration. 

 

Ye Chen bites his fingertips, dripping blood, and resonates with Tianxing. 



 

Vaguely, he felt as if the planet had become an external organ of his own, and all kinds of Qi were 

flowing and perfectly understood. 

 

"I wish that the mountains and rivers will be stable and live forever!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were sharp, and he made a great wish in his mouth. 
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Hum! 

 

All of a sudden, the whole star was shaking violently. 

 

A magical scene appeared. The mountains and rivers destroyed on the stars were restored to their 

original appearance. 

 

The temples, shrines, altars and Taoist temples have all been restored to their original state. 

 

"I make a wish, and all the people will give me incense." 

 

Ye Chen made a wish again. On the earth of stars, all kinds of aura gathered, and finally turned into 

countless living beings. They became Ye Chen's followers and began to offer incense to provide Ye Chen 

with great power. 

 

There are many birds and animals, born out, very magical. 

 

Li Feixue was shocked when he saw this scene. 

 



It's said that heaven and stars can create creatures and realize all wishes out of thin air. It's really 

wonderful to see them with your own eyes at the moment. 

 

"I make a wish that brother ye will be safe and sound. After defeating the bad guys, he will go 

sightseeing with me." 

 

Li Feixue put her hands together and bowed her head to make a wish. 

 

Her voice was very low, but ye Chen also heard it and couldn't help smiling 

 

"Feixue, I'm afraid it's not easy for you to realize this wish. My enemies are not easy to solve." 

 

Li Feixue blushed and said, "what can be easily realized is not a wish." 

 

If ye Chen is thoughtful, he nods and says, "that's right." 

 

At present, it is a wonderful way to narrow your mind and realize the wish of heaven and stars. 

 

Gradually, ye Chen felt his own spirit, as if fused with the wish stars. 

 

Under the nourishment of scarlet chalcedony, the wish star has been completely restored and burst into 

a dazzling light. Hundreds of millions of believers on the star kneel down and chant the name of the Lord 

of reincarnation, praying for ye Chen. They have endless faith and chant, and they roll together into a 

river. 

 

"Fengyu spirit tree, go!" 

 

Ye Chen heart read a move, the leaves of the tree, wind feather tree, also transplanted to the wish star. 

 

In a flash, Fengyu Lingshu town fell in the center of the wish star and began to accept the worship of 

hundreds of millions of believers. 



 

In time, this tree will recover its inner core, and ye Chen's Qi will be more prosperous. 

 

And wish Tianxing, with Fengyu Lingshu as its seat, is more powerful than in the past. 

 

The vast and turbulent aura, faith, and willpower poured into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen's muscles and bones crackled, his blood was burning, and his accomplishments soared. 

 

After a full day 

 

Click! 

 

It seems that there is a bottleneck that has been broken. 

 

The aura in Ye Chen's meridians began to flow and grow crazily, and then all the rivers returned to the 

sea, and all of them returned to the Dantian. Unexpectedly, there was a kind of road that was really 

wonderful. 

 

"The road is real, I finally broke through to the real situation!" 

 

Ye Chen is aware of this scene and is overjoyed. 

 

At this time, his cultivation advanced by leaps and bounds, broke through the limitation of the original 

realm, and stepped into the real realm. 

 

You know, not long ago, ye Chen had just been promoted to the ninth floor of shiyuanjing. Now he has 

made a breakthrough again so quickly. It's incredible that he has soared. 

 



Ye Chen opened his eyes, clenched his fist, and felt his own majestic growth of a lot of breath. His heart 

was full of surprise. 

 

Seeing this, Li Feixue was also surprised and said, "brother ye, have you made a breakthrough?" 

 

She knew that ye Chenwu had a deep foundation and it was thousands of times more difficult to break 

through than ordinary people. She had just stepped into the ninth floor of Shiyuan not long ago, and 

now she broke through again. It was like a dream. She couldn't believe it. 

 

Ye Chen stood up and said, "I wish Tianxing was really powerful. It made me break through in a flash. If I 

meet another person like Yu Huang Qing Shu at this time, I don't have to be close to you any more. I'll 

kill each other alone." 

 

In front of the battle against Yu Huang Qingshu, ye Chen asked Li Feixue to help him, but at this time he 

broke through to the real world, which was a breakthrough against heaven in a big realm. No matter his 

accomplishments or his luck, they were soaring wildly. 

 

Now ye Chen, no longer need the help of Li Feixue, can also kill the level of Yu Huang Qing Shu. 

 

Li Feixue is very happy for ye Chen, but in the heart and inexplicable a burst of loss, said: "brother ye, 

you don't need me in the future?" 

 

Ye Chen Leng Leng, looking at her wronged appearance, said with a smile: "I don't mean that, come on, 

I'll take you to the wish star to have a look." 

 

Say, ye Chen then takes Li Feixue, set foot on the wish sky star. 

 

"See the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation will enjoy immortality and happiness forever 

 

"May the road of reincarnation shine through the past and the present, and suppress the world!" 



 

As soon as ye Chen stepped into the stars, countless believers began to worship and worship. 

 

Under the wind feather spirit tree, I don't know when a throne appeared. Ye Chen took Li Feixue to the 

throne and sat on it, which greatly comforted his life. 

 

The wind feather tree is planted on the high mountain in the center of the stars. Ye Chen sits on the 

throne on the top of the mountain and can overlook the surrounding scenery. There are endless 

mountains and rivers in front of him, and there are beautiful women around him. Hundreds of millions 

of believers worship at his feet. It's no pity that he can do so in this life. 

 

"Brother ye, i... I'm a little dizzy." 

 

Li Feixue doesn't seem to be used to this kind of powerful feeling of standing aloof on the top of the 

mountain. His body shakes slightly and seems to be dizzy. 

 

Ye Chen ha ha a smile, in the heart is big is carefree, way: "well, that we go." 

 

With Li Feixue, leave the wish star, and then put the star away. 

 

The infinite mountains and rivers, the atmosphere of hundreds of millions of believers' worship, 

disappeared in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen and Li Feixue are standing in the deep sea, but there is a dead silence around them. 

 

This huge contrast, but let Li Feixue moment sober, what just happened, seems to be just a dream. 

 

She can't help a little regret, perhaps, with Ye Chen stay in the wish star, can also enjoy more time 

together. 

 

"It's time to go back." 



 

Ye Chen has no nostalgia, just a star's dream, just a bubble like illusion, really want to control the power 

of the world, he has a long journey in the future. 

 

Now ye Chen and Li Feixue return to the outside world. 

 

However, we can see that the sky outside is full of auspicious atmosphere, misty clouds and bright sun 

and moon. At this time, the extremely northern sky and sea, which used to be overcast, has completely 

changed. 

 

Blood dragon and blood god guard outside, and Li Qingshan, also stand on the side, three people see ye 

Chen out, at the same time came up. 

 

The blood Dragon said: "master, congratulations on the breakthrough!" 

 

It turns out that ye Chen's breakthrough has caused changes in the weather of the outside world, 

making this dark dead place a fairyland like existence. It can be seen how deep Ye Chen's luck is, enough 

to transform the earth. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's face full of spring breeze, Li Qingshan thought that he had a true love affair with his 

sister. He was surprised and happy, and said, "brother, congratulations on your breakthrough. Do you 

want to get together with my father in shengtianfu?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "no, Castle Peak, I've learned your kindness. I still have something to solve. 

You and your sister go back first, and we'll get together again later." 
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Li Qingshan was a little disappointed and said, "big brother..." 

 



Li Feixue recalled the experience of these days and said: "brother ye, I acted rashly with Qingshan this 

time, which almost led to disaster. Fortunately, you helped us, otherwise we would die. Thank you very 

much this time." 

 

Ye Chen said: "it's OK, you and Qingshan go back first and urge him to practice the two heavenly books I 

gave him. You should also practice hard. I need your help in the future." 

 

Li Feixue is the sword spirit of disaster Tianjian. This game of chess can't do without her, but now, ye 

Chen doesn't need her to continue to follow. 

 

For one thing, ye Chen is powerful and doesn't need to be close to Li Feixue. 

 

Second, Li Feixue's strength is hard to compete with xuanjiyue, Emperor Shitian and others. She still 

needs to continue to cultivate and become stronger. 

 

Li Feixue knew that she was going to leave, but she thought that sooner or later she would have a 

chance to reunite with Ye Chen, so she said with a smile, "OK, brother ye, I'll go with Qingshan first." 

 

Then Li Feixue left with Li Qingshan. 

 

Although Li Qingshan was reluctant, he had no choice but to follow Li Feixue. 

 

The two brothers and sisters rose against the wind and were about to tear the void away. But suddenly, 

there was a roar of Unicorn. 

 

But when the ocean burst and the waves burst, a fierce young man riding a magic Unicorn flew out from 

the bottom of the sea with a sword and killed Li Feixue. 

 

The evil youth is the holy cloud! 

 

It turns out that he was shot down by Xiao Qingyan and didn't leave. Instead, he was lurking in the 

bottom of the sea, waiting for the opportunity to make a move. 



 

He has the cover of the cloud top sky book, the breath hides very well, ye Chen and others have no 

consciousness at all. 

 

A master like Sheng yunzun can easily recover as long as he is not fatally injured. Xiao Qingyan has 

injured him. He has already recovered at this time. Even though he still has an irreparable injury, he is in 

good condition. 

 

But, ye Chen unexpectedly breaks through to return true realm, this greatly exceeded the Saint Cloud 

Zun to expect. 

 

If you attack Ye Chen secretly, he is not sure. This attack is a direct attack on Li Feixue! 

 

Li Feixue is the spirit of the disaster sky sword. Killing her can also destroy Ye Chen's right arm. 

 

Once he missed the opportunity to attack and kill, Li Feixue would never take advantage of it when he 

returned to shengtianfu. 

 

"Sister, be careful!" 

 

Li Qingshan saw the attack of shengyunzun. He was surprised and stopped in front of Li Feixue. 

 

Sheng yunzun, a master like him, suddenly attacked and killed him. He sneered and stabbed them with a 

sword. He wanted to stab the two brothers and sisters together and kill them. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly saw a sudden change. Although he was surprised, he was not flustered. He calmly 

offered his wish to Tianxing and said, "I wish, the void explodes and thunder comes!" 

 

WOW! 

 

Wish on the sky and stars, there is a sudden release of infinite faith will, resonating with heaven and 

earth. 



 

Bang! 

 

Without any sign of aura fluctuation, the void in front of Saint cloud suddenly exploded, and the thick 

thunder and lightning of boa constrictor came down from the sky and struck him hard. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Sheng yunzun was caught off guard and was wounded by the blast on the spot, and his mouth gushed 

out blood. 

 

The magic Unicorn he was riding was blown to pieces on the spot, turned into a little black gas and 

scattered away. 

 

Blood dragon, blood god, Li Feixue and Li Qingshan were all shocked by the contraction of their pupils. 

 

Blood dragon trembles a way: "is this the power of wish star?" 

 

At this moment, I wish there was a wind feather tree on the sky star. The power of this star is several 

times more powerful than before. 

 

Ye Chen is in charge of the sky and stars of desire. It's almost as if he dominates all the weather between 

heaven and earth. If his wish moves, it can trigger an explosion out of thin air. It's just incredible. 

 

"What! Wish Tianxing, has it been repaired and refined by you? " 

 

Sheng Yun Zun stares at the rising stars behind Ye Chen, and his eyes are shocked. 

 

It's not unusual for ye Chen to get scarlet chalcedony and repair the wish star, but what shocked Sheng 

yunzun was that ye Chen successfully refined the star so quickly. 

 



You know, compared with the supreme book of heaven, the mystery of wish star is no less. It takes 

hundreds and thousands of years at least to refine this level of magic weapon. It's not like Ye Chen. He 

successfully refined it in just one day. 

 

This next leaf Chen is in charge of the wish sky star, the weather is really too majestic. 

 

If in the past, Shengyun Zun thought Ye Chen was a mole ant, but now ye Chen broke through to the real 

world, hoping that the stars were in his hand. Even if he was blind, he could see that he was very 

powerful and powerful. 

 

A deep fear was born in Shengyun Zun's heart. Seeing the rising stars behind Ye Chen, he thought of the 

terrible picture of nine rounds of blood moon flying in the sky. 

 

If you fight alone and lose both, Sheng yunzun thinks he may have a chance to fight with Ye Chen. 

 

But now, ye Chen side still has blood dragon, how is he an enemy? 

 

"Go 

 

Between the lightning and flint, Saint Cloud Zun made a decision and immediately turned around to fly 

away. 

 

If he doesn't leave again, he may really die! 

 

"Where can I go? The White Emperor and the golden emperor, kill me 

 

Ye Chen gave a cold hum and offered up the green water candling pearl. The White Emperor's golden 

pattern on the Pearl immediately flashed out the golden light. With the spirit of Geng Jin, he cut it out 

like a flying sword and cut it straight to the head of Shengyun Zun. 

 

This is the first time that ye Chen has used this pattern. 

 



This star pattern is hand painted by the heavenly daughter of the supreme mother, and its power can be 

imagined. 
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If ye Chen used to use it easily, he would have to pay a great price. However, at this time, he made a 

breakthrough in his cultivation, and his aura soared. If he used the White Emperor's golden emperor 

pattern again, he would feel comfortable and natural. 

 

Whoa! 

 

White Emperor Gengjin flying sword, cut through the void, killed in front of the Saint Cloud. 

 

Sheng yunzun was so scared that he would not be killed at once with his strength. However, he would 

definitely be injured if these star patterns were cut down. 

 

Once injured, by Ye Chen control, that is a dead end. 

 

"Yunding Tianshu, go!" 

 

At the critical moment, the holy cloud worshipped the book of heaven on the cloud top. He took the 

book of heaven as a shield to resist Ye Chen's attack. 

 

Whoa! 

 

The flying sword made of the pattern of the White Emperor's gold Emperor cuts on the book of heaven 

on the cloud top, and immediately cuts the book of heaven into the sea. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's mind urges him to find that although the damage to Yunding Tianshu is not serious, the 

Qi has been cut off and can't be recovered for a while. 



 

"My master told you to stop, didn't you hear me?" 

 

At this time, the blood dragon's huge body, rolling storm waves, blast and kill, dragon claws probe down, 

directly hit Shengyun Zun tianlinggai. 

 

"Damn it 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's face was very ugly. At this critical moment of life and death, he did not dare to stay any 

longer. He ran away immediately, and even did not want the Yunding heavenly book. 

 

He was forced to give up Yunding Tianshu. Shengyunzun was very distressed and almost broke down. He 

thought to himself, "without Yunding Tianshu, Miss Wei Ying can't see me any more." 

 

At this time, he was still thinking about Wei Ying. 

 

Blood dragon wants to chase, ye Chen a wave hand, way: "poor bandit Mo chase, that guy didn't cloud 

top sky book, is a waste just, disturb the overall situation." 

 

The blood Dragon said: "but, master, let the tiger go back to the mountain..." 

 

Ye Chen a smile, way: "I have used the wish sky star, locked his Qi machine, he can't escape, let him first 

escape for a while, if can lead to some of the characters behind, it's no better." 

 

Blood dragon see ye Chen a pair of bamboo in the chest of appearance, way: "yes, master!" He didn't 

catch up any more, so he went down to take back Yunding Tianshu and presented it to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen got Yunding Tianshu. Looking at the chessboard on the Tianshu, he couldn't help feeling dreamy 

and said: "I didn't expect that I got Yunding Tianshu so easily." 

 

Yunding Tianshu, one of the supreme Tianshu, is not a common Tianshu such as Buddha rain Tianshu 

and devil blood Tianshu, which is much more valuable. 



 

Such a treasure, unexpectedly, ye Chen felt his luck was a bit out of the mark. 

 

The blood Dragon said: "Congratulations, master, you have got another treasure!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently, put away the Yunding heavenly book, and said: "I have just refined the wish 

stars, and it takes time to digest. There is no need to rush to refine the Yunding heavenly book. Let's go 

back." 

 

In fact, what ye Chen wants most is Wu Tianshu. Yunding Tianshu has little effect on him. 

 

Li Feixue's two brothers and sisters escaped from death. They were all in a cold sweat and came up to 

thank Ye Chen one after another. 

 

Ye Chen slightly a smile, thought for a while, way: "if you two elder brothers and sisters have free words, 

go back with me to drink a cup of wine to walk again." 

 

It's over here. Ye Chen is going to invite Ren Fanfan to have a drink with him, and fulfill his promise of 

drinking Danxian wine together. 

 

At that time, Xia Ruoxue, Wei Ying, Ji Siqing and others will naturally be present. 

 

Ye Chen didn't invite Li Feixue, mainly because he was afraid that Xia Ruoxue and others would be 

jealous. But now I think about it, I'd better invite my two brothers and sisters to have a drink. Otherwise, 

it's hard to get together again in a short time. 

 

When Li Qingshan heard that he was going to drink, he said, "OK, brother, let's have a drink!" 

 

Li Feixue smiles and agrees to have the chance to be with Ye Chen. 

 

"Go, go back to drink!" 



 

"I have a pot of danxianling wine. I'll drink it together tonight!" 

 

Ye Chen looks up at the sky and laughs. He is very happy. He rides the blood dragon and takes Li Feixue 

and others to return to the blood death prison. 

 

In the middle of the journey, ye Chen issued a Fu Zhao, inviting Ren Feifan. 

 

In fact, where Ren extraordinary is, ye Chen does not know, but he thinks that the other party is 

powerful, as long as he has the intention of invitation, the other party will be able to detect. 

 

Back to the bloody death prison, I found that Xia Ruoxue, Ji Siqing and Wei Ying had returned. 

 

When ye Chen and his three daughters get together, they are naturally overjoyed and tell each other 

about their recent affairs. Ye Chen finally knows that it is Wei Ying who is fighting with Sheng yunzun. 

 

"This Saint Cloud Zun, is really hateful, ye Chen, why do you want to let him go?" 

 

Wei Ying thought of Shengyun Zun, but she was still disgusted and said, "I'm sorry. 

 

Ye Chen said: "that guy won't live long. I have another plan to let him go. I won't talk about it today. It's 

hard to get together. I'll get together tonight." 

 

Between speaking, a divine light from afar comes, the void tears, and a natural and unrestrained figure 

comes down, but it is Ren extraordinary. 

 

After Ren Fanfan, there are su Mohan, Yanyu xianzun and Lei Yan. 

 

"Any elder!" 

 



Ye Chen see Ren extraordinary, overjoyed, go out to meet. 

 

Everyone knows Ren Fanfan has great powers, and he is also in a hurry to greet the salute. 

 

Ren extraordinary a smile, way: "boy, you still remember to invite me to drink." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "how dare you forget such great events? It's just that we were in a hurry at 

the beginning, and each had its own cause and effect. We didn't have the chance to drink together. 

Today we have to be at leisure and get drunk. " 

 

Ren Feifan caressed his hand with a smile and said, "very good. I also want to taste the taste of Danxian 

wine." 

 

After Ren Fanfan, Yanyu xianzun and Leiyan walk out, kneel down to Ye Chen and say: "I've seen you, 

you are all right." 

 

Ye Chen sees two people again, in the heart a burst of sob. 

 

At the beginning, for the sake of the appointment of the Confucianist, he had a conflict with Yanyu 

xianzun. The other side tried to trap him in a dreamland, just for fear of his accident. 

 

Now that ye Chen is able to return unharmed, Yanyu xianzun is naturally happy and has tears in his eyes. 

 

"Seven seven, get up." 

 

Ye Chen gently picked her up, wiped away her tears, recalled the experience of these days, is really like a 

dream. 

 

If he took part in that day's engagement with his current strength, I'm afraid that one finger could crush 

the Confucian temple thousands of times. 

 



"I've ordered the believers to prepare good food and drink. Let's have a good time together!" 

 

Ye Chen offered his wish to Tianxing, and invited people to step on the stars and drink under the Fengyu 

spirit tree. 

 

Under the wind feather spirit tree, the banquet has already been arranged. Ye Chen, a star with vast 

territory and abundant resources, naturally has everything. 

 

I hope the scenery on the stars is much more refreshing than the gloom of blood death prison. 

 

It's very suitable to drink and eat here. 

 

Ye Chen invited Ren Feifan to sit in the chief, but Ren Feifan declined politely. Finally, ye Chen sat in the 

chief, and Ren Feifan and Su Mo Han accompanied him. 

 

Blood dragon, blood god, Xia Ruoxue and other women are in the next song. 

 

Ye Chen takes out Dan Xianling wine and drinks it with others. 

Chapter 5986 

 

 

 

Many believers are playing and dancing. 

 

This is a rare leisure time for ye Chen. From the end of the appointment of the Confucianist to the end 

of his fall into the heart of the earth, he finally returned to the outside world. Until this time, he finally 

had a bit of leisure and was able to have a drink with the people. 

 

Although such a leisurely life is doomed to be hard to enjoy for a long time, it is also a great pleasure in 

life to have a moment of relaxed happiness and forget the worries of fighting. 

 



At the end of the banquet, the people scattered and toured on the wish star. They all wanted to see the 

mystery of the star. 

 

But ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue return to their room to enjoy their rare time. 

 

Xia Ruoxue asked Ye Chen many questions, such as his relationship with Li Feixue, his relationship with 

Yanyu xianzun, and in his mind, who is more important than others, such as Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and so 

on. 

 

Hear these questions, ye Chen is a big head, also can't answer one by one, had to smile perfunctory in 

the past. 

 

After a long night, ye Chen had a very happy time. Xia Ruoxue's Xiuwei had a breakthrough compared 

with before. Her figure was more and more plump and her skin was better and better. 

 

One word, run! 

 

One night later, in the early morning of the next day, Xia Ruoxue was still sleeping after a night of rough 

waves. 

 

Ye Chen faintly feels the cause and effect of Ren's special call, so he kisses Xia Ruoxue's forehead and 

walks out of the door gently. 

 

At this time, Emperor Beiwu also woke up from his deep sleep. 

 

"My Lord, I seem to have missed something." 

 

The purple emperor of Beiwu said with a smile. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "master, it's not too late for you to drink after you recover your body." 

 



…… 

 

On a lonely cliff of the wish star, Ren Fanfan stands with his hands down. His robe floats and his face is 

flat. I don't know what he is thinking about. 

 

Ye Chen came to Ren Fanfan's back, arched his hand and said, "master Ren, do you call me?" 

 

Ren Fanfan looked back, nodded gently and said: "your danxianling wine last night was very good. It's 

the best wine I've ever drunk in my life. Unfortunately, I can't drink it every day." 

 

Dan Xianling wine is very precious. Ye Chen has only one thousand jin in stock. He fed half of the wild 

devil Tianjian. Last night, he invited everyone to drink with him. He also consumed more than one 

hundred jin, which is very luxurious. 

 

Naturally, it is impossible to drink this kind of wine every day. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "a drop of Danxian wine, mixed with a thousand jin of water, has the aroma 

of fine wine. If you want to drink it every day, it's OK." 

 

Ren Feifan laughed and said, "well, if you don't talk about this, it's a big deal to ask you to come here." 

 

Ye Chen zhengse way: "what big event?" 

 

Ren extraordinary convergence look, condensate heavy way: "Longyuan Sky Sword is about to be born." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's face changed. 

 

I don't know how many pairs of eyes are staring at the back of Longyuan sky sword. 

 

Either he or Shitian or Hong Tianjing wanted to take it. 



 

This time the dragon Yuan Sky Sword is about to come out, there must be a terrible bloodbath. 

 

Ye Chen said: "is the news confirmed?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "sure, I have deduced that the prohibition of Longyuan Heavenly Sword is going to 

loose. You must seize it in half a month at most! This sword has a lot to do with each other. Each of the 

eight heavenly swords is extremely precious. It's made from the soul of the old master. There's a great 

deal of luck behind it. If it's lost in other people's hands, we will be in a passive position. " 

 

There are only eight swords in total. You can imagine how rare and precious they are. 

 

Ye Chen can't miss the dragon Yuan sky sword. 

 

"There's only half a month left. It's a bit hasty. Will you take the lead?" 

 

Ye Chen eyebrow light wrinkly, ask. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "with the advent of Tianjian, there are too many people staring at it. Naturally, I can't 

expose it casually. Otherwise, it's not good to be discovered by the ancestors of wanxu." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "yes, the yuhuanggudi is a madman. He has to fight for his limit and change 

your life. I have to guard against it." 

 

Ren Feifan was slightly surprised when he heard Ye Chen say the name of the ancestor of wanxu, and 

said: "it seems that you already know the real name of the ancestor of wanxu, but don't mention it too 

much, so as not to touch the secret and be found by him." 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "is!" 

 



Ren Fanfan said: "the master of wanxu is in charge of the great Brahma's nine Supreme skills. He has 

already mastered the eight secrets, but he is only one short of the martial arts. He is so powerful that he 

is unpredictable." 

 

Ye Chen said, "master Ren, how do you compare with the old man of wanxu?" 

 

"Me?" 

 

Ren Feifan smile, eyes slightly narrowed, said: "my talent is not worse than him, but his practice time is 

too early, more than I practice for millions of years, I accumulate far less than him, nature is not his 

enemy." 

 

It is precisely because the old ancestor of wanxu is so terrible that he is the master of Fanfan and the 

reincarnation of his former life. Therefore, he needs to lay out and fight for more time. 

 

Ye Chen looks dignified, but he is not the enemy of wanxu. We can see the terror of wanxu. 

 

All those who fight in front of the army are marching forward in array. The ancestors of wanxu have 

mastered eight of the nine secrets. Once it breaks out, how terrible it will be. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "it's too far to talk about fighting against the ancestors of wanxu. Now we have to fight 

for Longyuan Tianjian. It's a key link in our layout." 

 

"This sword can't be lost!" 

 

Behind the sky sword, it's about the great fortune. You can't miss it anyway. 

 

Ye Chen also knew that it was a matter of great importance, and said: "yes, master, I will surely win this 

sword!" 

 

There is no doubt that when the ban on Longyuan Tianjian is relaxed, xuanjiyue, Emperor Shitian, 

annihilating Jianling, gongyefeng and others will surge in. 



Chapter 5988 

 

 

 

In the middle of the plain stands a sword. 

 

The sword is ten thousand feet high. It is thousands of miles away from shengyunzun and gongyefeng. 

 

Because the plain is too flat and vast, and the sword is too huge and towering, they can see clearly even 

thousands of miles apart. 

 

The huge sword, which is ten thousand feet high, occupies the ancient ferocious dragon. The roar of the 

Dragon vibrates thousands of miles, making the eardrum and head tremble. 

 

Layers of dark forbidden runes twined around the huge sword, exuding the atmosphere of despotism. 

 

I don't know how many relics are guarded by puppets near the giant sword. It's like an iron barrel 

defense, which makes people feel numb. 

 

"Is that Longyuan Tianjian?" 

 

Sheng yunzun looked at the huge sword thousands of miles away and marveled. 

 

In his eyes, Gong Yefeng also looked with admiration and salivation, and said: "yes, that's the legendary 

Longyuan sky sword. If anyone can capture it, he can change his life against the sky, take charge of the 

supreme leader, kill and attack the edge, and have great luck!" 

 

"It's a pity, it's a pity, it's too hard to capture Longyuan Tianjian..." 

 



The vestige plain is very vast. There are many ghosts, evil spirits, guard puppets, fierce beasts and 

demons, which emerge one after another. Even if a strong man whose cultivation has surpassed the true 

realm rashly steps in, he will die. 

 

Moreover, what's more terrible is that there are many prohibitions on the body of Longyuan Tianjian. 

Even if they can cross all obstacles and rush to kill them, they will be killed by the prohibitions on the 

body of Tianjian. 

 

It can be said that if you want to capture Longyuan Tianjian, it's more difficult and almost impossible. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's face sank, and said: "in such a dangerous place of relics, can we really capture the 

Longyuan Sky Sword with our three men?" 

 

Gongyefeng said with a smile: "half a month later, the Tianjian ban will be loosened, and the energy of 

the relic guard will be greatly reduced. At that time, we will have a chance to seize the sword." 

 

Sheng Yun Zun breathed a sigh of relief and said, "it's so good." 

 

As soon as their words fell, the blood between heaven and earth suddenly flourished, and nine rounds 

of blood moon rose in the sky of the ruins. 

 

In the light of the nine rounds of blood moon, the evil wind in the ruins seems to have calmed down, 

and the roars of all demons and beasts are all silent. A puppet guarding the ruins seems to feel the 

threat of the sky, pulling out huge swords one after another and guarding them with murderous spirit. 

 

Sheng yunzun saw the nine rounds of blood moon, his head hummed, completely stunned in the same 

place, it seems that there is something terrible nightmare memory awakened. 

 

Gongye peak is also shocked, only feel a cold kill hit. 

 

"If you want to win the sword, you may not have the chance!" 

 



A cold voice came from the sky. 

 

Under the glory of the blood moon, Ren Fanfan's figure appeared slowly. 

 

Ye Chen's figure also appeared. Standing beside Ren Fanfan, he looked down at Sheng yunzun and said 

with a smile to Gong Yefeng, "Mr. Gong Yefeng, you're all right." 

 

Gongyefeng screamed "ah" and his face was pale. He stepped back three steps and pointed to Ren 

Fanfan and said: "Ren Fanfan, it's you!" 

 

He pointed to Ye Chen again: "the Lord of reincarnation, it's you! How did you find it? " 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "it's thanks to Shengyun. If it wasn't for him, how could I find you?" 

 

As soon as these words were uttered, Sheng yunzun immediately realized that he had been left a secret 

sign by Ye Chen, which was the secret sign of the wish star. He had not found it before. 

 

Gongyefeng was in a panic. He only felt that a big disaster was coming. Ren Fanfan was too powerful. He 

was alone. He did not dare to fight the enemy. He didn't even have the courage to fight. 

 

"Ren Fanfan, don't kill me, don't kill me, you are a big man of indomitable spirit, how can you bully me a 

pair of old bones." 

 

Gongyefeng retreated and waved. 

 

Ye Chen sees his this appearance, in the heart a burst of funny. 

 

Ren extraordinary eyes is indifferent, light pulled out the sword of the waist. 

 



Gongyefeng trembled and said: "Ren Fanfan, you are going to kill shengyunzun today. What do you have 

to do with me? He is the son of destiny. If you kill him and seize his fortune, I have something else to do. 

I'll leave first, and I'll have a chance to learn from you later. " 

 

With that, gongyefeng turned around and wanted to go, but he found that there was a crash in front of 

him, and a lot of yellow spring water came out, blocking his way. 

 

All of a sudden, gongyefeng was scared and pale, and his face was covered with ashes. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "do you think he is the son of destiny?" 

 

Gongye Feng said in a trembling voice: "yes..." 

 

Seeing these scenes, Sheng yunzun knew that he was not lucky and that he was also humiliating. He 

calmed down and said, "I am the son of destiny. Today I am lost in the hands of evil. Heaven forbids me. 

I have nothing to say. You can kill me if you want to!" 

 

Ren Feifan laughs and says: "you are also called destiny?" 

 

Saint Cloud Zun said: "the devil ancestor Wutian once said that I have great fortune, and I am the son of 

heaven's destiny. Can I be the guardian of heaven's principle 

 

"Mozu Wutian doesn't want to lose wuwutianshu. He lied to you that you are the son of heaven's 

destiny. He just wants you to protect the law of heaven. Are you serious? Forget how I killed you? " 

 

Ren Fanfan heard the four words "magic ancestor without heaven", and his face sank slightly. Obviously, 

this name has enough weight and pressure for him. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's face changed. More than 100000 years ago, he also established orthodoxy in other 

countries. However, at that time, nine blood moons suddenly rose in the sky and wiped out his 

orthodoxy and everything. He just thought it was a curse of heaven, but he didn't expect someone else 

behind him. 

Chapter 5989 



 

 

 

At this time, as like as two peas, the nine round of blood and moon was flying away. It was the same as 

that year. He knew the truth, but it was hard to accept it. 

 

September in the sky, the weather is too magnificent, it is not like human can control, but just let 

extraordinary control. 

 

As a matter of fact, XueYue slaughters the heaven, which is also the supreme skill. It's not included in 

the nine heaven God skill, just because the age is not enough and the accumulation of Qi is not strong 

enough. 

 

Jiutian Shenshu is the supreme skill handed down from the last era. The accumulation of qi movement 

for millions of years is naturally extraordinary. 

 

But if we don't talk about Qi Yun and only about the lethality, Ren Feifan's blood moon slaughtering the 

sky will not be worse than the nine heavenly gods. 

 

However, ye Chen can also perform before, but his cultivation and realm are there. What's the 

difference. 

 

More importantly, Ren Fanfan's martial arts are too terrible! 

 

Even as long as you stand, it represents the ultimate martial arts! 

 

"You falsely claim the destiny. Today I will show you what is the real power of destiny." 

 

"The bloody moon slaughters the sky, cuts, kills!" 

 

Ren extraordinary cold drink, suddenly a sword out, a blood month sword, with the momentum of 

cutting through the world, toward the bottom of the cut. 



 

Puff! 

 

Around shengyunzun, gongyefeng's body was cut in half by a sword. Blood splattered from his internal 

organs, and he fell to the ground and lost his life. 

 

Gongyefeng's face was fixed with a look of astonishment and innocence. 

 

He may be very wronged. He never thought that Ren Feifan killed him with a sword. It's clear that Ren 

Feifan is talking to shengyunzun. If he wants to kill shengyunzun, how can he be killed with a sword? 

 

Ye Chen saw Gongye peak dead, "ah", then he was silent. 

 

Gongyefeng is a great master of martial arts. He has reached the highest level of attainments in judging 

Taoism and law. He also has his own unique accomplishments in the cultivation of shenmietianzhao 

Gong. 

 

But such a great master, like a mole ant, was obliterated by Ren Fanfan. 

 

Even when Ren Feifan killed gongyefeng, he didn't even take a look at it. His eyes still fell on 

shengyunzun. 

 

Sheng yunzun is sweating. Just looking at this sword, he already knows his strength. It's far from Ren 

Fanfan. Even if he takes back Yunding's heavenly book, he can't compete. 

 

The difference between them is the existence of ants and dragons, which can't be made up at all. 

 

"You are not mortal, you are the king of heaven! How can you stay outside the territory? " 

 

Sheng yunzun gnashed his teeth, sweating drop by drop. 

 



Ren Fanfan's strength is already extraordinary, which belongs to the supreme world, the supreme King's 

strength. 

 

The real king! 

 

With Ren Fanfan's current strength, even if it's put in the world, it's also a first-class existence. It's the 

kind that crushes the four sides, and it's qualified to talk with the big people behind it. 

 

This kind of existence, when it comes to foreign countries, is simply a dimension reduction attack, and 

no one can match it. 

 

Shengyunzun can't figure out why a super strong man without heaven can break through the rules and 

survive outside the territory. 

 

It is impossible to defeat such strong men by calling emperor Xuandi to go up together. 

 

Even if it is called the master of the verdict, it is absolutely unmatched. 

 

If you want to defeat the supreme emperor, you have to do it. 

 

This kind of character is rare in the world. 

 

Ren Feifan said coldly: "my cause and effect, you are not qualified to inquire, death!" 

 

With that, Ren Feifan is ready to kill Shengyun Zun with another sword. 

 

"Slow down!" 

 

Sheng yunzun raised his hand and his face was not satisfied. 

 



Ren Fanfan said: "what else do you have to say?" 

 

Sheng yunzun gritted his teeth and said, "I don't agree! You are the supreme ruler. I haven't ascended 

yet. You bully the weak, and you are not afraid of being laughed at? " 

 

Ren Feifan laughed and said, "what do you want?" 

 

Sheng yunzun said: "it's true that in 30 years of Hedong and 30 years of Hexi, don't deceive the poor 

youth! If you have seed, we will make a ten thousand year agreement. You will give me ten thousand 

years to fight again after I rise. " 

 

Ren Fanfan laughed and said: "you are worthy of my engagement? Ye Chen, take out the disaster sword 

and give it to him! " 

 

Ye Chen said: "senior..." 

 

Ren Fanfan said, "give it to him." 

 

Ye Chen said: "yes!" 

 

Pull out the sky sword of disaster and throw it in front of Shengyun Zun. 

 

Ren Feifan stood up and said: "don't say I bullied you. I stood still and didn't need any body protection 

skills. I'll cut a sword for you. If you can hurt me, I'll let you go. If not, you'll make your own decision." 

 

Sheng yunzun looked at the disaster sky sword at his feet. He was shocked. He thought that the sky 

sword was so powerful. Even if he was the supreme emperor, if he was not prepared, if he was stabbed 

with a sword, he would always be hurt and bleed. How could he not be hurt? 

 

But see Ren special so calm appearance, he dare not start however. 

 



Ren extraordinary Mou son one coagulates, light way: "how, you dare not?" 

 

Saint Cloud Zun thought for a moment, or said: "after all, you are bullying. If you want to kill, you can 

kill. Why tease me so much?" 

 

Ren Feifan nodded and said: "very good. It seems that you are still unconvinced. Then I won't kill you." 

Then he took back the sword. 

 

Ye Chen is a Leng, stepping on the front step: "elder, this..." 

 

Sheng Yun Zun heard Ren Feifan's words and was immediately overjoyed. He said, "is this really true?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "nature is serious, but..." 

 

Speaking of this, he looked at Ye Chen and said, "I said I would not kill you, but I didn't say he would let 

you go." 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's face changes. Ye Chen has been promoted to the real world. He has a sword in his 

hand. How can he be an enemy with his bare hands? He will be killed after all. 

 

As soon as ye Chen's spirit is aroused, he immediately flies down, grabs his hand across the air, takes 

back the disaster sky sword, and wants to kill Shengyun Zun with one sword. 

 

Ren Feifan said: "Ye Chen, don't use weapons, otherwise he won't be convinced. You fight with him with 

your bare hands." 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, know Ren extraordinary this move, want to test his martial arts. 

 

"Well, Mr. Ren, I see!" 

 



Ye Chen nods and agrees, and then takes back the disaster sky sword, unarmed. After his promotion, he 

has absolute confidence in his own strength. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun was overjoyed and thought, "this boy is powerful, but his weapon is powerful, but his 

cultivation is mediocre. He fought with me unarmed. Isn't he looking for death?" 

 

At this time, he saw the vitality, and suddenly he was in a great mood. He put his right index finger and 

middle finger together, and pointed to make a sword, saying: "boy, come on!" 

 

His accomplishments surpass those of Ye Chen, and his martial arts are extraordinary. At this moment, 

he also points to making a sword, and the vigorous wind between his fingers is full of vigor. 

 

In the past, ye Chen might have been afraid of three points, but when he broke through to the real 

world, ye Chen's martial arts was also transformed. When he went to see Shengyun Zun again, he felt 

that it was just like this. The martial arts of the other side was not enough to be afraid of. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Ye Chen cold hum a, double palms madly clap but come out, a just fierce palm breeze, then is toward 

the Saint Cloud Zun blast to kill but go. 

Chapter 5987 

 

 

 

Ren Feifan nodded and said, "I will muddle the water and spread the news so that everyone outside the 

region can know that it depends on your strength to fish in troubled waters." 

 

Ye Chen was surprised and said: "master, do you want to expose the secret of Tianjian? If too many 

forces seize it, I'm afraid it's not good. " 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "the more people there are, the better. The water is not muddy. You are alone, and it is 

difficult to fight with those people." 



 

Ye Chen's competitors, however, are Xuandi, Annie Ji and others. If they want to capture Longyuan 

Tianjian from them, it's naturally hard for them to compete with dengtian. 

 

But Ren Feifan spread the news and attracted the world's forces, which was too chaotic. It's hard to say 

whether this move is good or bad. 

 

Ye Chen frowns to ponder, suddenly, seem to feel what change. 

 

He secretly left the cause and effect of the wish star on the holy cloud Zun and locked the Qi of the 

other party. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen feels that shengyunzun has changed. 

 

"Master, I don't know the result of fishing in troubled waters in the future, but now I seem to have 

caught a big fish." 

 

Ye Chen smiles, only to find that after Sheng yunzun's defeat, he has lost the letter from Yunding. He is 

so flustered that he runs to see Gong Yefeng and seeks refuge. 

 

Although Shengyun Zun has lost his Yunding Tianshu, it is a terrible existence to put his cultivation in 

heaven and man. It is a powerful help. Gongye Feng takes him in. They are going to the Longyuan 

Tianjian ruins to explore the secret of the loose prohibition. 

 

Ye Chen reckons clearly, such as seeing it with his own eyes. 

 

He made use of the wish star to leave the cause and effect Qi. Gongyefeng and shengyunzun were 

unaware of the power of the wish star. 

 

At present, ye Chen tells Ren Feifan about it. 

 

"Gongyefeng dares to come out alone. It's for death!" 



 

Ren Fanfan's eyes are full of murders. If gongyefeng and annihilation sword spirit are together, he is a 

little afraid of touching the secret and exposing himself. 

 

But now, since gongyefeng is alone, he doesn't mind seeing him off. 

 

After all, gongyefeng repeatedly provoked him. It was the other party who first offended him, and then 

he did it. It was not against the rules. 

 

"Master, then we..." 

 

Ye Chen's vision is also a cold, drew an action of cutting a neck. 

 

Ren special nods gently, way: "opportunity is rare, you are ready, we set out immediately." 

 

Ye Chen said: "good!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen goes back and orders Xuelong to be responsible for entertaining Yanyu xianzun, 

Li Feixue and other guests in the blood death prison. 

 

Xia Ruoxue, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and other women, ye Chen also arranged in the blood death prison, and 

finally took back the wish star. 

 

Taiyi shock thunder sand tool spirit thunder nightmare, ye Chen let him guard in the wish star. 

 

Before that, ye Chen had sacrificed Taiyi Zhenlei sand in the battle of capturing danxianhu in the center 

of the earth. The magic weapon was lost. Lei Yan's breath was getting weaker and weaker, and his body 

was gradually thin, which was about to dissipate. 

 

Ye Chen let him guard the wish star, one can restore his strength, two later wish star, can have a person 

to take care of, also convenient many. 



 

When everything is ready, ye Chen and Ren Feifan set out to pursue Shengyun Zun. 

 

…… 

 

But he said that after his defeat yesterday, Sheng yunzun had no choice but to take refuge in Hong 

Tianjing and seek revenge later. 

 

In fact, it's more secure for him to take refuge in xuanjiyue and Shitian. 

 

But xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian, like him, are all from the inner world. They used to be old 

acquaintances. Shengyunzun can't pull this face to take refuge with them. He can only take refuge with 

Hong Tianjing. 

 

Hong Tianjing was sealed, but shengyunzun could not be seen. After deduction, he found the trace of 

annihilating sword spirit and gongyefeng. 

 

Finally, Sheng yunzun thinks that Gong Yefeng has a good temper, so he goes to seek his help, hoping to 

see Hong Tianjing and deal with Ye Chen with the help of Hong Tianjing. 

 

Gongyefeng is in a secluded place, practicing shenmietianzhao skill in secret. When he sees shengyunzun 

coming to take refuge, he is very happy. So he takes him to the remains of Longyuan Tianjian to prepare 

his future plan. 

 

When they arrived near the ruins, gongyefeng said with a smile: "under the Shengyun Pavilion, you want 

to use the power of Hong Tianwang to kill reincarnation and revenge. It's not easy. Recently, Longyuan 

Tianjian is about to be born. You have to find a way to win this sword before you can get the 

appreciation of Hong Tianwang." 

 

Sheng yunzun said: "I have low cultivation and lost the book of heaven on the cloud top. I'm afraid it's 

more difficult for me to capture the sword of heaven than to ascend to heaven." 

 

Longyuan Tianjian is one of the eight Tianjian. It's not easy to capture it. 



 

Gongyefeng narrowed his eyes and said with a smile, "it's all right. Longyuan Tianjian will be born in half 

a month. At that time, I and annihilating Jianling will both do it. You just need to help." 

 

Sheng yunzun heard the word "help from the side", and he thought: "these two guys want to use me as 

cannon fodder." 

 

The place of Longyuan remains is full of dangers. I don't know how many people have been buried here 

for tens of thousands of years. Even in the heyday of Shengyun Zun, they are not sure that they will 

survive in Longyuan remains, let alone in the desolate and decadent Tang Dynasty. Once they enter the 

place of remains, they will be reduced to cannon fodder, used by Gongye peak and annihilation sword 

spirit, and their lives will be sacrificed in vain. 

 

But at the moment, Sheng Yun Zun didn't dare to say anything more. He said, "if you are two adults, if 

there is anything you need, I will do my best." 

 

I thought that at this juncture, I can only walk. As long as I can survive in the Longyuan ruins, I will have a 

chance to find Ye Chen for revenge! 

 

Gongyefeng said with a smile: "very good, very good. Now you will come with me to the place of 

Longyuan ruins and have a look at the Longyuan Sky Sword in advance." 

 

"Yes," said Sheng yunzun 

 

Now follow Gongye peak and go all the way. 

 

After a while, they came to a cliff. 

 

There is a transmission entrance between the vines and weeds on the cliff. When they pass through the 

transmission entrance, they can enter the remains of Longyuan Tianjian. 

 

The place of the remains of Longyuan Tianjian is always open and there is no barrier. Everyone can go in, 

but it is almost impossible to win the Longyuan Tianjian. 



 

Many people know this entrance, but in tens of thousands of years, no one has ever won the Tianjian 

successfully. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun went into the ruins, but he saw a gray plain in front of him, and he could not see the end 

at a glance. 

 

On this plain, there is a gray fog everywhere. In the fog, there are demons howling, fierce animals 

roaring, birds of prey crowing, and many huge relics guard puppets, who are patrolling around with the 

earth shaking steps. 

 

There are even some old mechanical puppets flying in the sky, watching out for all enemies. 

 

On the plain, there are white bones everywhere. I don't know how many skeletons are lying and piled 

up. There are layers of ghost fire beating and the wind blowing. It's obvious that there are many 

adventurous practitioners who want to seize the Longyuan Sky Sword in these tens of thousands of 

years, but without exception, they are all buried here. 

Chapter 5990 

 

 

 

Sheng Yun Zun saw Ye Chen's palm and saw three or four flaws in it. He was overjoyed and said, "Xiao 

Fan Tian Jian Jue, break it for me!" 

 

He made a sword to kill, two fingers swept through the void, burst up a fierce sword Qi, but he used the 

sword word formula of little Fantian Gong, one sword pointed to one of the flaws of Ye Chen. 

 

"Xiao Chonglou Zhang!" 

 

Ye Chen is not in a hurry, palm to half way, suddenly aura drum swing, display small tower martial arts. 

 



But behind Ye Chen, there is a small world. The towering atmosphere of Qianzhang tower emerges, and 

the palm force is fierce a hundred times, suddenly crushing the void. 

 

"This... This is!" 

 

Sheng yunzun was shocked when he saw this scene. 

 

Ye Chen's palm is the most powerful pseudo nine heaven God skill, little Chonglou palm! 

 

Xiaochonglou palm also inherits the spirit of Daqian Chonglou palm, which stresses strength, ferocity 

and strength. 

 

This is essentially different from Brahma's divine skill. 

 

Brahman's divine skill is the legendary great Brahman's nine Supreme skill. All the soldiers are marching 

forward in array. The changes are extremely complicated and dazzling. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's xiaofantian sword formula is the same. 

 

But ye Chen's palm technique is not so flashy. It's just a simple palm. It's just fierce to the extreme and 

overbearing to the extreme. 

 

This is the place where the martial arts of Chonglou are powerful. It's very simple. 

 

Although Shengyun Zun saw the flaw in Ye Chen's palm technique, ye Chen's palm force was too strong, 

so he didn't dare to get close to him. 

 

It's like an ordinary man with bare hands, who is afraid to move forward even when he sees the flaw of 

the tiger. 

 



Sheng yunzun saw that ye Chen's palm strength was too strong and he didn't dare to take it hard. He 

retreated quickly, but he retreated to the edge of the huangquan river. If he retreated one step further, 

he would fall into the river. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

Ye Chen stepped forward, and his hand swept past. 

 

Sheng Yun Zun's face changed greatly, and he could not avoid it. He could only move his whole body's 

aura, lift his palm and collide with Ye Chen. 

 

With a bang, ye Chen slapped him hard and collided with Shengyun Zun. Then, with a bang, the mighty 

palm force poured in. Shengyun Zun's arm bones were broken, and then all his bones were broken. With 

a puff, a mouthful of blood mixed with internal organs sprayed out. 

 

"You should never be the woman who infected me!" 

 

"I'll see you off today!" 

 

Ye Chen looks indifferent and kicks shengyunzun into the river like a dead dog. 

 

Sheng yunzun fell into the huangquan River and gululu choked several mouthfuls of the river. He called 

"Miss Wei" in his throat. Then he sank into the river and was completely engulfed by the huangquan 

river. 

 

"Good, good!" 

 

Ren extraordinary in the sky, see ye Chen a palm lattice kill holy cloud Zun, is also incomparable 

accident, incomparable surprise. 

 



He thought that after ye Chen was promoted to the true realm, although he broke through the martial 

arts, he had to fight for at least several hundred rounds if he wanted to kill Shengyun Zun with his bare 

hands. He didn't expect that ye Chen would kill him with a simple hand. 

 

Recover the original simplicity of the leaf, and calm down the mind. In fact, the first moment of the 

moment has contained the essence of Wu Daozhi's life, which is the mystery of returning to nature. All 

the martial arts are transformed into the most powerful palm power, and the power is no trivial matter. 

 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Ren." 

 

Ye Chen calms his breath and smiles at Ren Feifan. 

 

Ren Feifan came down to Ye Chen and said, "you are so brave and advanced in martial arts. It seems 

that you have a great hope to capture Longyuan Tianjian this time." 

 

Ye Chen frowned and looked up at the ruins in front of him. The endless fierce beasts, demons and 

puppet guards in the fog made him feel a little numb. 

 

He has come to the place of ruins. The dragon Yuan Fu Zhao in Ye Chen's arms has a strong resonance 

with the sky sword thousands of miles away, constantly shaking. 

 

But see the sky sword nearby, everywhere dangerous appearance, ye Chen has no absolute assurance, 

can capture. 

 

After all, he was extraordinary at that time and would not make a move. 

 

Ye Chen alone is extremely dangerous. 

 

At that time, in addition to the danger of the site itself, there are also murders from annihilating sword 

spirit and Emperor Xuan, which are very important. 

 



Ren Fanfan looks at Ye Chen's dignified appearance and knows the difficulty of this trip. He says: "it's 

dangerous to take the sword. It's hard for you this time. If you really can't take it, keep your life and 

escape as soon as possible, I won't blame you." 

 

Ye Chen said: "don't worry, senior, I will do my best!" 

 

Ren Feifan nodded and said, "good. The Tianjian ban will be loose after half a month. It's time to see 

you." 

 

Finish saying, Ren extraordinary then and leaf Chen together, left here. 

 

In the land of ruins, many demons and fierce beasts didn't recover their voice until Ren Feifan left. They 

were guarded by puppets and put down their huge swords. 

 

When ye Chen and Ren Fanfan return to the outside, ye Chen has countless questions in his heart and 

says: 

 

"Mr. Ren, what does the son of destiny mean and what does it have to do with justice? What is the 

principle of heaven? " 

 

Ren Feifan heard Ye Chen's question, pondered for a while, and said: "the so-called heavenly principle is 

a part of the supreme world rules, but not all."“ The son of destiny is just a code name. It means that a 

person has great potential and is qualified to become a natural person. " Ye Chen seemed to 

understand, and said: "I think the strength of the elder is enough to crush the law of heaven. It's the 

outsider who underestimates you." Ren Feifan laughs and says, "it's not easy to say that you're lucky, 

but it's not easy to crush the law." Ye Chen asked again, "who is the devil ancestor Wutian?" Ren 

Feifan's face coagulated and said: "this man is the leader of the old alliance. He is the first person in 

charge of wutianshu in history, and also the only one. His strength is equal to the natural principle. If you 

meet him in the future, try not to be an enemy. Otherwise, it is not a good thing to provoke such a 

strong enemy." Ye Chen was shocked and whispered: "in charge of Wu Wu Tian Shu..." he naturally 

knew that Wu Wu Wu Tian Shu was powerful, which was the most terrible existence among the four 

Supreme Tian Shu. The demon ancestor Wutian, since he once held wuwutianshu, his strength can be 

imagined. Ye Chen said: "what's the influence of the old alliance, and what's the relationship with wanxu 

temple?" Now ye Chen just wants to know more information about the supreme world to prepare for 

the future. Ren Feifan is silent. He frowns and hesitates to Tell ye Chen. But when he thinks that ye Chen 

has broken through the real world, it's time to let him know more. Now he doesn't hide it any more. He 

says: "the old alliance and wanxu temple are the old enemies. The ten ancestors of the earth's core 



region, after they ascended to the supreme world, joined hands to eradicate the old lord."“ And the old 

alliance is just to mourn the old lord, the alliance of revenge. Mozu Wutian is the younger martial 

brother of the old lord, and also the alliance leader of the old alliance. This man is the first-class Wuchi 

in the world. He has no interest in the emperor's ambition and the fight of gratitude and resentment. He 

only has martial arts cultivation in his eyes, and his life goal is to participate in Wuwu. 

 


